
Ole Bouman

How do you combine the reli-
gious creed of Allah and the brand
recognition of Albert Heijn, the
biggest supermarket chain in the
Netherlands, sometimes familiar-
ly referred to as Appie H? By
opening a temporary mosque in a
former supermarket and employ-
ing calligraphic skills to transform
Appie H’s logo into the name of
the most Highest.
The facts are quickly told. Last
Ramadan, the artistic duo Tarik
Sadouma and Bastiaan Franken,
in collaboration with the Muslim
community in Amsterdam
Slotervaart, converted a former
supermarket into a place of
prayer. The huge store windows
reveal for all to see the reality and

purpose of an Islamic place of
worship. Three of the five pillars
of Islam are brought to the atten-
tion of the indigenous population:
faith, prayer and fasting. The
walls of this make-shift mosque
are festooned with a familiar logo,
that of the supermarket colossus,
Ahold. But take a closer look and
you will see that the trademark
has been subtly transformed into
the Arabic sign for Allah. Like to
know a bit more, but feel that
attendance at a prayer session is
going a bit far? Pop into the
neighbouring Smart Project
Space art centre then, and follow
the ritual courtesy of streaming
video.
It is the ultimate dialogue.
Between two civilizations.
Between religion and commerce.

Between art and life. Between pri-
vacy and the public sphere.
Between virtual and real. Between
what not, in fact? As such this
work is a model of openness in a
world that needs all the openness
it can get. Perhaps a bit too politi-
cally correct? Whatever the case,
it works. The Muslims flocked to
it from the very first evening, glad
of the extra space that is needed
every year during the month of
fasting. The locals stood watching
the mass prayers taking place in
front of a wall plastered with plas-
tic shopping bags, astonished by
the meeting of extremes. It must
have been this show of interest in
Islam that persuaded Osama Bin
Laden that the Netherlands of all
places is teeming with potential
converts. If you include the spec-

tators, it does add up to a tidy
total. For its part, Albert Heijn was
equally taken with the initiative
and would like to perpetuate its
unsolicited sponsorship. What
was that about The Clash of
Civilizations...?

• Improvised mosque in a former Amsterdam supermarket. Photo Gertjan Kocken

Appiah be praised

From: hieke21@hotmail.com
To: info@archis.org

As far as I’m concerned, the project is pornographic. Using art
as justification, the greatest intimacy, the faithful at prayer, is
exposed to the street. Neither the view of the prayers behind
glass, nor the cheap trick with the AH logo affords understand-

ing of Islam; in fact, the blatant superficiality of the interventions
destroys any sense of depth. The project submerges profundity
in the culture of the surface. 
Hieke Compier
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• Prayer hall on August Allebéplein. Photo Gertjan Kocken






